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The Dynamic Force Field Analysis is an interactive
process which aims to shed light on how the
roles of daily life can be displayed in the most
powerful way. It creates an understanding on
what influences and play a role in day-to-day work
as well. It also offers enlightenment on what is
influenced by all visible and invisible factors in
the creation of professional behaviour; taking the
full leadership and accompanying responsibilities,
and the accomplishment of goals. It also clarifies
whether people respond on their own accord, or if
there are any limiting factors that play a role. (And
what causes these limitations).
WHY?
> To be enlightened on what does and does not
work when it comes to dividing tasks and roles in
day-to-day life.
> To perceive what effects the client, and what
makes the client truly satisfied.
> To overcome resistance, and to choose for
change based on insights and heart connections.
> To build a bridge between head and heart
concerning the embrace of daily reality.
> To be enlightened on where role entanglement
occurs, and underlying dynamics.
WHEN?
> During a team building day as an instrument of
empowering, to allow people to firmly grow roots
in their function.
> For clarification on daily reality, when thinking
alone does not provide a solution.
> During processes of change to experience what
the new rules and laws will bring, and to determine
what is necessary to allow for the new to arrive.
> For the desire to understand resistance, and to
change this resistance to a movement that brings
healing and vitality.
> Just to see where you stand as a team when it
concerns the context of work.

